After attaching A-1 and A-2 to each other, attach them to A-3.

After attaching A-7 and A-8 to each other, attach them to A-4.

There are 4 of these weapons included in this set.

Silver 71063 MA063 Vallejo Color

Silver 71063 MA063 Vallejo Color

After attaching A-9 and A-10 to each other, attach them to A-6.

Silver 71063 MA063 Vallejo Color

Silver 71063 MA063 Vallejo Color

There are 12 of these weapons included in this set.

Olive Grey 71015 MA015 Vallejo Color

There are 8 of these weapons included in this set.

Gloss White AN-M64 500-pound General Purpose Bomb Assembly

AN-M64 500-pound General Purpose Bomb Assembly

AN-M57 250-pound General Purpose Bomb Assembly

Rocket Bombs configuration is the front end.

LAU-3/2.75-inch Rocket Bomb Pod Assembly

5-inch HVAR Rocket Bomb Assembly

Before attaching HVAR Attachment Pylon Treatment Prior to Cutting these off.

W ide

After attaching B-10 and B-11 to each other, attach them to B-9.

B-10

B-11

Olive Grey 71015 MA015 Vallejo Color

Silver 71063 MA063 Vallejo Color

There are 8 of these weapons included in this set.

Olive Grey 71015 MA015 Vallejo Color

General Purpose Bomb~12

General Purpose Bomb~8

Olive Grey 71015 MA015 Vallejo Color

Rocket Bomb Pod~4

Rocket Bomb~12

LAU-3/2.75-inch Rocket Bomb Pod

AN-M57/250-pound General Purpose Bomb Assembly

Silver 71063 MA063 Vallejo Color

Silver 71063 MA063 Vallejo Color

Rocket Bomb Pod~4

Rocket Bomb~12

5-inch HVAR Rocket Bomb Assembly

Silver 71063 MA063 Vallejo Color

AN-M57 250-pound General Purpose Bomb Assembly

AN-M65 1,000-pound General Purpose Bomb~4

AN-M65 1,000-pound General Purpose Bomb~4

Cut these off.

When attaching decal …J, use a knife (or similar) to cut it down. If you gradually refine the shape of the decal while fitting it to the curve of the bomb, you will be able to affix it very cleanly.

When attaching decal …I, use a knife (or similar) to cut it down. If you gradually refine the shape of the decal while fitting it to the curve of the bomb, you will be able to affix it very cleanly.

When attaching decal …K, use a knife (or similar) to cut it down. If you gradually refine the shape of the decal while fitting it to the curve of the bomb, you will be able to affix it very cleanly.

The numbers indicate decal placement.